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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of dynamical systems in finite dimensional spaces or 
manifolds, the theory of invariant manifolds has proved to be a fundamen- 
tal and useful idea. In recent years, the theory of invariant manifolds has 
been generalized to flows or semiflows in Banach spaces. See, for example, 
Babin and Vishik [2], Bates and Jones [3], Carr [4], Chow and Hale 
[S], Hale [16, 171, Hale and Lin [lS], Henry [21], Marsden and 
Scheurle [26], Wells [32], and others. On the other hand, it is known that 
global compact attractors for many dissipative systems in Banach spaces 
have finite capacity or Hausdoff dimensions (see, for example, Mallet- 
Paret [23]; Mane [25]; Hale [17]; Constantin, Foias, and Temam [9]; 
Babin and Vishik [2]; Hale, Magalhaes, and Oliva [19]). Recently, it has 
been found that in many cases these global compact attractors actually can 
be embedded in exponentially attractive finite dimensional invariant 
manifolds which we call inertial manifolds (see, for example, Conway, Hoff, 
and Smoller [lo]; Constantin, Foias, Nicolaenko, and Temam [a]; 
Doering, Gibbon, Holm, and Nicolaenko [ 111; Foias, Nicolaenko, Sell, 
and Temam [13]; Foias, Sell, and Temam [14]; and Mallet-Paret and 
Sell [24]). This supports the belief that the asymptotic behavior of 
solutions of many intinite dimensional dynamical systems resembles the 
behavior of solutions of finite dimensional dynamical systems. In most 
cases, the inertial manifolds are shown to be Lipschitz continuous. In 
Mallet-Paret and Sell [24] and Chow, Lu, and Sell [7], it is shown that 
for a large class of evolution equations in Banach spaces, inertial manifolds 
are in fact C ’ with bounded C ’ norms. This smooth property is very 
important in applications. The smoothness proof is not trivial even in finite 
dimensional cases for the center manifold theorem (see, for example, 
van Gils and Vanderbauwhede [15] and Chow and Lu [6]). 
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In this paper, we present a theory of smooth invariant manifolds based 
on the classical method of Liapunov-Perron for continuous semiflows in 
Banach spaces. Basic hypotheses for these semiflows will be satisfied by 
semilinear parabolic equations on bounded or unbounded domains or 
hyperbolic equations. Examples of these continuous semigroups from 
evolution equations may be found in Bates and Jones [3]. The two basic 
theorems are stated for nonlinear integral equations. One is on the 
existence of smooth invariant manifolds (Theorem 4.4) and the other is on 
exponential attractivity of invariant manifolds (Theorem 5.1). In fact, 
Theorem 5.1 is related to the squeezing property in Foias, Sell, and Temam 
[14]. In Sections 6 and 7, we show how our results are related to the 
center manifold theorem and theorems on inertial manifolds. 
In Section 8, we consider the question of continuous dependence on 
parameters for invariant manifolds or inertial manifolds. Since our 
existence theorem (Theorem 4.4) is proved by using the uniform contrac- 
tion theorem, the answer to the above question is obviously true provided 
the nonlinear equations depend smoothly on parameters. Hence, the 
interesting cases must involve equations which depend singularly on some 
parameters. As an example, we consider the two scalar equations 
&2u,, + u, - u, =f(u) 
ut - uxx =-f(u) 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
on the interval [0, n] with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We will show 
that under certain conditions on the nonlinear term f there are inertial 
manifolds .& and &$ for equations (1.1) and (1.2), respectively, for all 
small E. Moreover, dim dE = dim &p and .& “approaches” Ab as E --t 0. In 
our proof, we use an equivalent inner product in the phase space for the 
damped wave equation to overcome some technical difficulties. This inner 
product was first used by Mora [28] and Mora and Sola-Morales [29]. 
Similar convergence results have also been independently obtained by 
Mora and Sola-Morales [30]. In Hale and Raugel [20], it is shown that 
the global attractor of (1.1) approaches that of (1.2). In fact, their results 
are valid for a much larger class of equations in several space variables. 
2. NOTATIONS 
Let El, E, be Banach spaces and U be an open subset of El. For any 
integer ka0, let 
Ck( U, E,) = {fl f: U + E, k-times differentiable 
and sup jO’f(.~)l< co for 1 G i G k} 
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and 
Iflk= i sup lW(X)l> 
i-0 XE u 
where D’ is the ith differentiation operator. Let 
flfeCk(U,E2) and sup lDkfWDkf(d< co 
x,yaU Ix-Yl 
XZY 
and If I k,, = IfI k + Lip D”f, where 
Lip D”f = sup 
lDkfW-Dkf(y)I 
XZY lx-Yl . 
&YCU 
Clearly Ck( U, E2) and Ck’ ‘( U, E2) are Banach spaces with norms ( . Ik 
and I*lk,* 
Let L’(E, , E,) be the Banach space of all k multilinear continuous maps 
from E, into E2. For 1 E Lk(E, , E2), 
denotes the norm of A. For notational simplicity, we will sometimes write 
()A// for ljlllk provided this will not cause confusion. 
Let Jc R be an interval (in most cases, we will let J= W = ( - co, 0] or 
J= Iw + = [0, co)). For any q E Iw and any Banach space E, we denote by 
C&J, E) the following Banach space 
C,(J,E)={fIf:J+Eis continuous and supe-q’If(t)lE<co} 
re.J 
with norm 
Ifl =~(J,E)=~51~e-“‘If(l)l.. 
3. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Let X, Y, and Z be Banach spaces. Suppose that XG YE Z, X is 
continuously imbedded in Y and Y is continuously imbedded in Z. Let S(t) 
(t 2 0) be a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators 
on Z. 
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Consider the following assumptions, 
z=z,oz,, where Z, and Z2 are invariant 
linear subspaces under s(t). 
PJ(t) = s(t) Pi i = 1,2, where Pi is a projection from Z to Zi. 
P,X and Pi Y (i = 1,2) are invariant under S(t) 
and S(t) YcXfor t>O. 
S(t) can be extended to a group on Zr . 
There exist constants c(, /?, y, q, M, and M* such that 
a>o, p>o, Ody<l, M>l, M*>o. 
leeqtS(t) P, yl,dMe”‘lyl y for t<O, YE Y, 
le?‘S(t) P*XIxQMe-P’Ixlx for t>O and XEX, 
(e-q’S(t)P,yl,S(Mt~Y+M*)e~8’lyl. for t>O and YE Y. 
W,) 
U-M 
(HA 
U-b) 
U-W 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
By using (3.1) and (3.2) we have that for any f(t) E C,( Iw -, Y), the 
integrals 
s 
ls(t-s) P,f(s) ds 
I 
I 
and S( t - s) P2 f(s) ds 
0 -m 
exist for all t < 0. Hence, we can define the following linear operator 
Sf=l;S(t-s)P,f(s)ds+[’ S(t-s)P2f(s)ds. (3.4) 
-cc 
LEMMA 3.1. The operator F defined by (3.4) is a bounded linear 
operator from C, + ,( R -, Y) to C, + ,( R -, X) for eoery E E [0, a) and the 
operator norm of F satisfies the estimate 
where 
( 
1 K(a,/?,y)=M -+- 2-Yp-‘+y +jpf*- > 
1 
a l-y B’ 
(3.5) 
ProoJ: Obviously F is a linear operator. We will show that 5 is boun- 
ded and the estimate is valid. By using (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), we have 
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If..1 Cl+r(~-,X) = ;:f le-(s+E)r -Vtt)lx 
i, 
I 
< sup Ie-ce+E)‘S(f-s)P,f(s)lxds 
t<o 0 
+I;, le- (rl+&)fS(f-S)PZf(S)I*dS 
I 
,<M 
i [ 
1 
~++w-l]+~*~~ IflC,+,(W.Y). 
This completes the proof. 
Let FE Ck(X, Y) and cp E C”( R -, X). Consider the following nonlinear 
integral equation: 
Set (y(t))(t) = s(t) 5 and F(p)(f) = F(cp(t)) and rewrite (3.6) in the 
abstract form 
cp = Y”(4) + ~(9(vP)), (3.7) 
where <EP,X. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf FE C’(X, Y) and K(cr, p, y)(Lip F) < 1, then there exists 
O<E~<C~ such that for each O<E<E~ and ~EP,X, K(LT+E,/?-E,Y) 
(Lip F) < 1 and (3.7) has a unique solution (p(t) E C, + ,( R -, X). Moreover, 
cp: P,X+ C,+,(W, X) is Lipschitz and (p(t) is independent of&~ [0, ~~1. 
ProoJ By the continuity of K(cr, B, y), there exists e. > 0 such that 
K(cr + E, /I-E, y)(Lip F) < 1 for every E E [0, co J. By (3.1), we have that Y 
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is a bounded linear operator from P, X to C,+,(W X) for every E E [0, Q,]. 
Set 
Y(cp3 5) = Wtl) + F(B(cp)). (3.8) 
Since Y and Y are bounded linear operators and FE: C’, for any 
qi,~~~C~+,([W-,X)and <EP~X, we have 
QKta-e, P+% yWipF)Icpl -(~~l~,,+,~~-,~~. (3.9) 
Since K(a + E, /I - E, y )( Lip F) < 1, this implies that 2 is a uniform con- 
traction with respect to the variable 5. By using the uniform contraction 
theorem, we have that for any t E P, X, dp(cp, 5) has a unique fixed point 
~~(0 E C,+,(R-, X). It is clear that % is Lipschitz continuous. Hence, 
(p,(l) is Lipschitz as a mapping from P, X into C,+,(W, X). Since 
C,+,( [w-, X) E C,( W, X), by uniqueness of the fixed point of f, we have 
(p,(t) = (~~(5) for any s E [0, Q,]. Define (p(5) = cp,,(r). This completes the 
proof of Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.3 (Fiber Contraction Theorem). Let E, and E, be Bunach 
spaces and DC E, be a closed subset. Suppose that 
L4Y::o-t (3.10) 
dr:&-,&, XEO 
and 
@Yx, Y) = L@(x), 4(Y)), XE& yeE2 
are continuous maps. Suppose that g is a contraction and 
sup{Lip(dx): XE 0) < 1 
Let the unique fixed point of .5@ be u and the unique fixed of Y: be u. Then 
(u, u) is an attractive fixed point of W. 
Proof: See Hirsch and Pugh [22]. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let k > 1 be an integer and FE C&(X, Y). Zf q < 0, 
fl+ (k - 1) tf > 0, and K(a, fl -t- (k - 1) q, y)(Lip F) < 1, then the unique 
solution (p(5) of Eq. (3.7) is Ck as a mapping from PIX into CkV(R-, X). 
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Proof: By the definition of K(a, a, y) there exists E, > 0 such that E, <a 
and for every E E [0, E,], 
K(a+.s,/?+(k-l)q-c,y)(LipF)<l. (3.11) 
By using Lemma 3.2, Eq. (3.7) has a unique solution (p(t) E C, fe(R-, X) 
for any EE [0, E,] and cp(t) is Co,’ from P,X to C,+,(R-, X). We will first 
show that cp(<): P,X+ C,(W-, X) is in fact Cl. 
Let t++(r): P,X+ C,,+,,(R-, X) be continuous. Set 
(-5 @NC 5) = s’ s(t -s) P, F(M)(s)) 4 t Q 0. (3.12) 
0 
The following smoothness properties are needed. Choose an arbitrary but 
fixed infinite sequence 
El > 6, > 82 > . . . > 0. 
Claim 1. If $: PIX+C,+,,(W, X) is C’, then qII/: P,X+ 
Cq+J2(R-, X) is C’. 
Proof of claim 1. Let I(I(<)E C,,+6,(lF-, X) be fixed. Assume that $(<) is 
C’ with resect to <. Define 
wwm r,= j’stt-3) PI D’F(~(~))(D~(r).r)(s)ds, (3.13) 
0 
where [E P,X and 0$(t) is the derivative of $(t) with respect to 5 
evaluated at t. Let <I and tz E P,X be given. We have 
I= le-(q+J*“C(%ti)(L tl)-(%ti)(h 52)-(BK$).(t1 -L))(f, tdll 
<I, +z2, (3.14) 
where 
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and T < 0 is a fixed constant which is to be chosen later. Since 9: is linear 
and continuous in 5 E Pi X, it suffices to show that I= o( 15, - t21) as 
15, - <J + 0. In other words, it is sullicient to show that for any given E > 0 
there exists 6>0 such that Z<E[~,-<~~ for all 15i-<J<6. Let s>O be 
given. Choose T < 0 so that 
1 
a-d, 
e(61-S2)T21F11 IijI,<~/2. 
If t> 
have 
T, it is clear that Z=O(I<,--[~I) as 151-~2[+0. Let t<T<O. We 
/I f e’“-62”‘-S)+(61-62)s 207, p/q< )I[ 2 T  L’(P,X, C,+a,(R-,X)) ItI - r21 ds 
1 
~-e(S~~62)T21FI,l~l,15,-~21 
a-S, 
s+52/. (3.15) 
Since T< 0 is finite, it is not hard to see that Z2 < (e/2) It, - t2j if l<i - 121 
is sufftciently small. This proves the claim. 
Claim 2. If $: P,X+ Ci,,+a,(R-,X) is C’, then F,$: P,X+ 
G+6,+1 (IL-, X) is C’ for i= 1, 2, . . . . k. 
Proof of Claim 2. We will prove the claim by induction. Assume that 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . k - 1 the claim is true. By induction, we can compute the 
(k - 1)th derivative of $1,4 with respect to r, D’-‘(q $). It is not hard to 
see that DkF1(q$) has the same integral form as K. Using the same 
argument, we have Dk- ‘(F1 tj) is C’ from P, X to CkB([W, X). This proves 
the claim. 
Let I,$(<): P,X-+ C,+,,(R-, X) be continuous. Similarly set 
Claim 3. If tj(r) is c’ from PiX to C,+,jR-,X) then F2q(T) is C’ 
from P,X to CiV+6,+,(R-, X) for 1 <i,<k. 
Claim 3 is similar to Claim 2 and the proof is omitted. 
Now we will prove that the unique solution rp : P,X+ C,(lR-, X) is C’. 
Since differentiability is a local property, it is sufficient to show that 
cp : B + C,(R -, X) is Cl for any fixed but arbitrary bounded ball in P, X. 
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Let E, = C*(B, C&R-, X)) and E2 = C*(B, L’(P,X, C,(lR-, X))). Let 
$EE~ and YYEE,. Define 
and 
dti(Y)=S(t)(+~‘S(t-s)P,DF($(s,<)) Yds 
0 
+I’ S(t-s)P2DF(i,G(s, r)) !Pds. -al 
In the definition of d+(Y), we assume that for every {E P, X, JX$( Y) . c E 
C*(B, C,(R -, X)) and is defined by 
Since (Lip J’) K(cr, p, y ) < 1, &(. ) is a uniform contraction. Hence, .JI$,( - ) 
has a unique fixed point V; for every rj E El. 
By Lemma 3.2, 9 is a contraction in E,. Let p(r) be the unique fixed 
point of W and GE E2 the unique fixed point of G$( .). We claim that 
@ = D,cp. To prove our claim, let 
By the fiber contraction theorem, (cp, @) is an attractive fixed point of %?. 
This says that for every @ E E, and YE E2, we have 
VYti, yv) -+ (cp, @) as n-too, 
where ‘V denotes the nth iterate of %. 
Fixed $ E C’(B, C ,,+*,(a-, X)). By Claims 2 and 3, Y$E C’(B, C,,+62 
(R-, A’)) and 
VT+ . O(t, t;) = j; s( t-s) P,DF(~(~))(DIC~(~).~)(S)~S 
+s s(t - s) PJWJl(t)WlIl(t) a4%~) dr. -co 
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This implies that IIS+ E E, because C,+,(RB-, X) c C&l-, X) for all 
6 > 0. Thus, 
and 
d&l($) 0 . . . ok&) ~D.?if(l(/)~E~. 
By the attractivity of the pair (cp, @), we have SY’($) --t cp and Da”(+) + Q, 
as n + co. This implies @= Dq and q is C’. 
Next we assume the theorem is true up to k - 1 and we will use induc- 
tion. By Claims 1 and 2, we have 
D’(P(~)E Cot4 C,#-, JO), q=irj-(k-i)E,k-l 
for i= 1, . . . . k-l. Let El;=C”(B,Lk-‘(PIX,C~([W-,X))) and E$= 
C”(B, Lk(P, X, C,( [w -, X))). By differentiating d and SY formally, we define 
for w  E El; and Q E E!j the functions 
4cJQ) = j-‘s(t -s) P,DF(dO) J-35) ds 
0 
+Rk-‘+ 1 
I 
’ s(t - s) P,DF(dt)) Q(t) ds 
--m 
+I’ 
s(t - s) PzD*J’b(5M(k - 1) Drp(O 40 
-cc 
+4t)WOl ds+R:-’ 
and 
S(~)=S’~(~-S)P~DF((~(S))W(~)~S+R:+~, 
0 
where RF- ‘, i = 1, 2, 3, is an appropriate term involving derivatives of cp 
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with respect to < of order at most k - 1. By using the same arguments as in 
the case k= 1, we have that Dk-‘cp: P,X+ Lk-‘(PIX, C”(B, C,(R-, X)) 
is continuously differentiable. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
4. INVARIANT MANIFOLDS 
Let FE Ck(X, Y). Consider the following integral equation 
x(t) = S( I - to) x( to) + j-’ S( t - to) F(x(s)) ds, 
m 
(4.1) 
where x(t) is a map from an interval Jc R to X 
DEFINITION 4.1. If x: J -+ X is continuous and satisfies (4.1) for all lo, 
t E J, to < t, then we call x(t) a solution of (4.1) on J. For x0 E X, we denote 
by x(t, x0) a solution of (4.1) which equals x0 at t = 0. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let q < 0. Assume that (Hi)-(H,) are satisfied. Let x(t) be 
a solution of (4.1) on W. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) P,x(t)~ CO(!W, P,X), 
(ii) x(t) E C&R-, X), and 
(iii) x(t) can be expressed as 
x(t)=S(t)x(O)+/;S(t-s)P,F(x(s))ds+j’ S(t-s)P,F(x(s))ds. 
-cc 
Proof: First we prove that (i) implies (ii). Since 
CO(R-, X) E CJW-, X) 
we have that (i) implies P,x(t)~ C&R-, X). Since x(t) is a solution of (4.1) 
on R -, by using (H4) and (4.1) we have 
P,x(t)=S(t)P,x(O)+/;,S(t-s)P,F(x(s))ds. (4.2) 
By using (3.1), we have that P,x(t)E C&R-, X). Hence (i) implies (ii). 
Next we show that (ii) implies (iii). By (4.1), we have (4.2) and 
P2x(f) = S(t - to) Pzx(rO) + 1’ S(t -s) F2(x(s)) ds 
10 
(4.3) 
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)S(t-~o)P,x(to)J,~Me~(B+q)~‘~‘o)Jx(to)J, 
~Me-(~+~)(‘-‘O)+~‘O(x(C,(W-,X) 
~Me-B’o-‘B+q)lIxIC~(W-rX). 
Letting fO+ --oo in (4.3) and using (4.4), we have 
(4.4) 
Pzx(t) = 1’ S(t - s) P,F(x(s)) ds. 
-m 
Hence, 
x(+s(t)PIx(0)+j;S(t-s)PIF(x(s))ds+s’ S(t-s)P*F(x(s))ds. 
-m 
Finally, we show that (iii) implies (i). Since F is bounded, we have 
e-(t-S)(@-rl)ds 
Hence, 
Pzx(t) E CO(R-, P,X). 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let q < 0. Assume that (H, )-(H,) are satisfied. Zf 
FE@X, Y), /?+(k-1) q>O, and 
K(a, B + (k - 1) rl, y)(Lip F) < 1, 
then there exists a Ck invariant manifold ~2 for theflow defined by (4.1) and 
Jl satisfies 
0) A= (~~Ix(4x~) is defined for all t E Iw- and P2x(t, x0) E 
C”( Iw -, X)}, and 
(ii) A’= {t+W)lhPJ), 
where h: P,X+ P,X is Ck. 
Proof. Let 
45) = j” s(t -s) P,F(dt)(s)) ds, 
--m 
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where (p(t) is the unique solution of (3.7). By using Lemma 3.4, we have 
h(r) = (p(<)(O)-S(0) 5 is Ck from P,X to P,X. To prove that J? is 
invariant, let x0 E 4. Since F is globally Lipschitz and x0 E J?, the unique 
solution x(t, x0) is defined for all t E R and x( ., x0) E C,(W, X). Further- 
more, x( t, x0) E J8 for all t < 0. Let t, > 0. Since x( t, x0) is a solution of 
(4.1), y(t) = x(t + t,, x0) satisfies 
y(t) = s(t - to) Hto) + j' s(t -s) KY(S)) ds 
kl 
for all -co<t,,<t<O. Since x(.,x,)EC&W,X), y(.)=x(.+t,,x,)E 
C,( R -, X). Hence, y(O) = x(t, , x0) E A. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
5. EXPONENTIAL ATTRACTIVITY 
In this section, we will prove that the invariant manifold J? obtained in 
Theorem 4.4 is exponentially attractive. More precisely, we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 11~0. Assume (H,)-(H,) are satisfied. Zf FE 
C’(X Y), K(a, 8, y)(Lip F) < 1, and 
MK(a, I% Y) Lip(F) < 1 
1 - K(a, P, Y) Lip(F) ’ 
then for any solution x( t, x0) of (4.1) on [O, CD), there exists a unique 
x$ E Ji such that 
;~fe-v’I(x(t,xo)-x(t,xgf)IX< +co. 
Proof By Theorem 4.4, &Y is a C i invariant manifold. Let x and x* be 
any two solutions of (4.1) on (0, cc ) and w  = x* - x. Hence, w(t) satisfies 
the following equation: 
w=S(t-to)w(to)+~rS(t-s)(F(w+x)-F(x))ak (5.2) 
cl 
As in Section 4, it can be shown that if w  is a solution of (5.2) then 
WE C,(R+, X) if and only if 
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w=S(t)w,+ ;s(f-s)P*(F(w+x)-F(x))ds s 
+ j’ qt-s)P1(F(w+x)-F(x))ds, 
cc 
where II+ = P,w(O) = P,x*(O) - P2x(0) = t: - rz. 
Let Y(o,) = S(t) w2 and 
+Y(w,x)={‘S(t-s)P,(F(w+x)-F(x))ds 
0 
+I’ S(t-s)PI(F(w+x)-F(x))ds. 
m 
Clearly Y is a bounded linear operator from P,X to C,(R+, X) and 92 
takes C,(R+, X) into itself. For any wr and w2 E C&R+, X), we have 
‘S(r--s)PZ(F(w,+x)-F(wI+x)-F(w*+x))ds 
X 
Hence, Y(w,, w, x) = Y(w2) + GY(w, x) is a uniform contraction with 
respect to x and w2. By using the uniform contraction theorem, we have 
that for any w2 E P, X and any solution x(t) of (4.1) 2 has a unique fixed 
point G(x, wz). 
Furthermore, if w1 = P, G(x, w2)(0), then 
WI = s O St-s) PICQ ^( w x, wz) +x(s)) - F(x)] ds = g(x, wz). (5.3) --co 
Note that g is Ck- ’ and G = x* -xx. Let P,x*(O)=[: and P,x(O)= tl. 
Thus, x* E A! if and only if 5: = /I(<:), where h is given in Theorem 4.4. By 
using (5.3), x* E J? if and only if 
5:=5,+gb~~(5:)-52)* (5.4) 
Since Lip(g) < 1 and Lip(h) < 1, by using Condition (5.1) we have that for 
every solution x(t) of (4.1) on [0, uo 0) Eq. (5.4) has a unique solution l:. 
This proves the theorem. 
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6. SEMILINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
As a simple application of the results in Section 4, we will show how one 
can obtain Ck global center unstable manifolds for abstract semilinear 
evolution equations in Banach spaces. We will not prove the existence of 
local Ck center unstable manifolds since they can be obtained by using a 
cut off function. We refer the readers to Carr [4] for more detail. 
Consider the following semilinear evolution equation in the Banach 
spece 2 = 2, @Z,, where Z, and Z2 are subspaces of Z. 
i++x=f(x, y) 
3 + BY = g(x, Y), 
(6.1) 
where x E Z, and y E Z,, A and B are linear operators from their domains 
&@(A) and 9(B) into Z, and Z,, respectively, and f and g are nonlinear 
maps. We assume that B is a sectorial operator [21]. For 0 < y < 1, let By 
be the y-fractional power of B. The domain of BY is 9(BY) = Z$. It is well 
known that Z$ is a Banach Space with norm 1x(, = IB”xj. Note that 
z;=z,. 
Let 0 Q y < 1 be fixed. Assume that f: Z, x Z$ + Zr and g: Z1 x Z$ + Zz 
satisfy conditions 
f(x, Y)=wI4* + Ivl3 and id4 Y)=w4* + IAt) 
as (x, y) + (0,O). Assume that the spectra a(A) and o(B) of A and B satisfy 
conditions 
Re(o(A))d& GO 
Re(a(B)) > L2 > 0. 
(6.2) 
We also assume 
A : X, + X, is bounded. (6.3) 
Let .M be an invariant manifold of (7.1). M is called a global center 
unstable manifold if it is the graph of a C ’ map h: Z, + Z, which satisfies 
h(0) = 0 and Dh(0) = 0. 
Since A is bounded and B is sectorial, the linear operator 
[-f -“B] 
generates an analytic semigroup S(t) on Z. Set X= Z, @ Z$ and Y = Z. It 
can be shown [21] that (H,)-(H,) are satisfied. We will see that (H,) is 
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also satisfied. Since (6.2) and (6.3) are true and B is a sectorial operator, 
there exists a constant o2 > 0 such that for every small o1 > 0 there exists 
Ma 1, such that 
Je-tAJ <Me--elf, t<O (6.4) 
leefB) < Me--02f, t>O (6.5) 
(Bye-‘BI GM+ e--Ozf, t > 0. (6.6) 
Let w1<q<02, LY=~--o,>O, and fl=o,-q>O. We have that (H,) is 
satisfied. By using Theorems 4.4 and 5.1, we have the following center 
unstable manifold theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume that Conditions (6.2) and (6.3) are satisfied. 
Assume that 0 < y < 1. For any integer k > 1, if 
f~Ck(Z1OZS,Z,), gEck(z*Ozq, Z,), 
krl<w, and WI - ml5 m2 - kv9 N.Mf) + Lip(d) < 1, 
then (6.1) has a Ck global center unstable mantfold JZ. Furthermore, if 
ILip + Lip( g)l is sufficiently small, then A is exponentially attractive. 
Remark 6.2. In Theorem 6.1, we de not require Ck norms off and g to 
be small. 
7. Ck INERTIAL MANIFOLDS 
Consider the following equation in the Banach Space Z 
$+A~+R(~)=~ 
Z(O) = 20, 
(7.1) 
where A is a sectorial operator on Z, R(z) is a nonlinear map from P’ to 
XP2 where the exponents p, and p2 satisfy either 12 p, > p2 > 0 or 1 > pi > 
p2a.o. 
An invariant manifold M of (7.1) is called an inertial manifold of (7.1) if 
it is a finite dimensional Lipschitz manifold and is globally attractive. In 
this section we will apply the results obtained in Sections 4 and 5 to 
the abstract nonlinear evolution equations (7.1) to obtain Ck inertial 
manifolds. Applications will also considered. 
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Assume that the spectrum of A, o(A), satisfies the following conditions: 
4A)=~l(A)u~,(A) (7.2) 
il,=sup(Re1:1Eo,(A)}<inf{Re1:1E62(A)}=& (7.3) 
o,(A) consists of only eigenvalues with finite 
multiplicities and is a finite set (7.4) 
Reo(A)>O. (7.5) 
Let P, be the projection associated with a,(A) and P, = I- P,. Then 
there exist constants M> 1, o1 > 0, and w2 > 0 such that 
IP,e -%Jp, <Me”“” Ix(p2’ 
IP2e -Atx(p, <Me-“*‘(xlp,, 
IP2e -A’xlp, 6 MtP2-Pge--oZ*lx(P2, 
for all t E lR (7.6) 
t>O (7.7) 
t > 0. (7.8) 
Let o,<q<02, a=~--w,, p=w2-q, and y=p,-p2. Then 
hypotheses (H, )-(H,) are satisfied. By using Theorems 4.4 and 5.1, we 
have 
THEOREM 7.1. If R E Ck(Xpt , Xp*) and there exists q z=- 0 such that 
o,<qckq<o,, Lip(F)K(cl,/?-(k-l)q,y)<l and 
MK(a, By Y 1 LW) < 1 
1 - Qa, A Y) Lip(~) ’ 
then (7.1) has a Ck inertial manlyold. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. Let 2 be a Hilbert space. Consider the problem [14] 
;+Au+R(u)=O 
40) = uo, 
where UE Z, A is positive self-adjoint linear operator with domain ST(A) 
dense in Z, 
R(u) = Cu + B(u, u) +f; 
where C is linear, B is bilinear, and f E Z is fixed. Assume A has a compact 
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inverse A - ‘. Hence, the spectrum consists of only eigenvalues li, i = 1,2, . . . . 
satisfying 
I,<&<. ... . <li-Pa3, as i-d). 
Let e,EZ, i= 1, 2, . . . . be the eigenvector of A corresponding to eigenvalues 
Ai. Let N> 0 be an integer and PI be the projection from H into 
span(e,, . . . . eN} and P,=I-PI. Furthermore, we assume ~ED(A’/*), C 
and B satisfy the conditions 
IA”*B(u, o)l 6 cl IAul lAoI for all u, u E D(A”*) (7.10) 
IAWu( <c* JAuJ for all UE D(A’/*), (7.11) 
where c1 , c2 20 are constants. 
Since A is a positive self-adjoint operator with compact inverse in the 
Hilbert space Z, we have the following properties. 
IPle-R’I 6 e’N”i, for t~lW (7.12) 
l~l/*~-A’ P,) < /lfyi*&y for t~lW (7.13) 
)P2eeA’( <e-+++l’, for t>O (7.14) 
IA1’*P2epA’ I~(t-1’2+~~:l)e-“N+I’, for t > 0. (7.15) 
For many equations in applications, e.g., 2-D Navier-Stokes equations 
[93, the flows are dissipative, i.e., there exists a bounded ball in an 
appropriate function space such that every solution will eventually enter 
the bounded ball and stay there for all future time. Hence, the study of 
asymptotic behavior of solutions can be reduced to the study of a modified 
equation 
$+Au+F(u)=O, (7.16) 
where 
F(u) = ~,(lAul) R(u), e,(s)= e 5 
0 
E CF( R) 0 < O(f) G 1 
O(s) = 1 for (sl < 1, d(s)=0 for IsI 22, 
and E > 0 is some constant. Since tI E C,“(R) and the norm of Hilbert space 
is smooth, 
F(u) E C”( z’, 21’2) 
for any integer k 2 0. For more detail, see [S, 13, and 141. 
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By Theorem 7.1, Eq. (7.16) has a C’ inertial manifold provided 
Lip(F) K(a, P, Y) < 1. 
Since Lip(F) is only a finite number, we need to have K(a, 8, y) small. 
Recall that we may choose 
It is not difficult to see that K(a, /I, l/2) --t 0 as (A#: 1 - A$‘) --f co. This says 
that if the gap (A$:, - A$“) is sulhciently large, then Eq. (7.16) has a C’ 
inertial manifold. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. Consider the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation [12, 13, 
and 271 
au a% ah au 
;5;+Q+Q+uz=o in [O,n]xlR+ (7.17) 
with boundary conditions 
and 
u(0, t) = u(71, t) = 0 (7.18) 
; u(0, 2) = $ u(II, t) = 0. (7.19) 
Let A= a4/aP, B(u, u)= u(atqau), and CU= au/ax? 
The operator A with boundary Condition (7.18), (7.19) has eigenvalues 
& = k4, k=l, 2, 3 ,.... 
It is not hard to see that Example 7.2 is applicable in this example 
provided the flow is dissipative. 
EXAMPLE 7.4. Consider the following reaction-diffusion equation 
ut - uxx =f(u), O<x<a (7.20) 
with boundary condition 
u(0, t) = u(7r, t) = 0. (7.21) 
For simplicity, we assume f E C’(L’(0, n), L’(O, rr)). Since the eigenvalues 
of operator A = -a2/dx2 with boundary Condition (7.20) are IZn=n2, 
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n = 1, 2, . ..) Example 7.2 is again applicable in this case provided the flow 
(7.20), (7.2 1) is dissipative. 
8. SINGULARLY PERTURBED WAVE EQUATION 
In this section, we will consider a scalar semilinear parabolic equation in 
the interval [0, n] 
u* - u, = f( n O<X<R 
U( t, 0) = U( t, n) = 0 (8.1) 
WI x) = U,(x) 
and a singularly perturbed scalar semilinear wave equation in [0, n] 
u(t,O)=u(t,R)=O (8.2) 
40, x) = uob), 4, x) = u,(x), 
where U, E L’(O, rr), u0 E HA(O, n), u, E L2(0, A), and f is C1 from [w into 
itself. In this section we will show that under some conditions, for suf- 
liciently small E, (8.2) has an inertial manifold J& which “approaches” to 
an inertial manifold .& of (8.1) as E approaches 0. Precise convergence 
statements are given in Theorems 8.6 and 8.8. 
Recently, it is shown by Hale and Raugel [20] and Babin and Vishik 
[2] that under some mild conditions on f, for all E > 0, there exists a com- 
pact (global) attractor for Eq. (8.2). Moreover, for sufficiently small E > 0, 
these attractors are uniformly bounded. Thus, we may assume without 
loss of generality that Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) are modified equations (see 
Sect. 7). Hence, we assume feC’(L’(0, II), L2(0, n)), i.e., the mapping 
u(x) +f(u(x)), 0 <x < rr, is C’ as a mapping from L*(O, K) into itself and 
has bounded C i norm. 
We will rewrite Eq. (8.2) as a system of first order equations. For 
technical reasons, we consider the following change of variables: 
u,= -2&-2U+2&-‘V and w  = (u, u). 
We can rewrite Eq. (8.2) as a system 
(8.3) 
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where 
c,= -2&-21+2E-' [,P_, A], A= -a*Px* and ~w)=[~F~,l. 
Let X= Hh(O, z) x L*(O, x) and N > 0 be an integer. Set 
X,=span {(““F), (sinoPx):p= N+ 1, N+Z,...] (8.4) 
Xi=span {(“‘“ox),..., (“inF), (.ix), . . . . (sinoNx)}. (8.5) 
Clearly X = X, @ Xi, X, is orthogonal to Xi, and dim Xi= 2N. 
Moreover, both X, and Xi are invariant subspaces of the operator C,. We 
also note that the spectrum of C, consists of only eigenvalues. 
Define an equivalent inner product in HA(O, rc) by 
where ( , )Lz is the usual inner product in L*. By using the above inner 
product in HA(O, rr), we define the following equivalent inner product in the 
product space X= HA(O, x) x L2(0, K) by 
<WI, w*> = (U,> u2) + (v,, VZ)L2, 
where wi = (Ui, vi), i = 1, 2. The norm induced by (( ., . )) will be denoted 
by II . Il. 
LEMMA 8.1. There exist an E dependent decomposition X = X,@ 
Xi 0 X$ with projections P,, Pi, PN+, respectively, where X,,, is as in (8.4) 
and X,$ E Xi (see (8.5)) such that 
(i) X,, Xi, and X,$ are invariant subspaces of C, ; 
(ii) 
IleG'p,IJ ~e((-2+*(1--E2(N+1)2)"2)/&*)f 
9 tao 
IJeG'p; I( < l,phr (I e((-*+2(1 -&N+ l)*)“*)/&r 9 t20 
@G'P,+ (1 < IIP,'II ec(-*+*(l -E2NV)/&f 
, t < 0, 
where (1’ I( denotes the operator norm in the Hilbert space (X, (( ., . ))); and 
(iii) I(P,J( = 1 and there exists E,, > 0 such that for every 0-c E -C E,,, 
lIPill <2 and IIP,‘II ,<2. 
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Proof: We have that X = X, @ Xi and X,, A’$ are invariant subspaces 
of X. By restricting C, to XL, we find that the eigenvalues of C,lx; are 
1’ = -2&2(1 -&2n2)1’2 
n E2 ’ 
n = 1, 2, . ..) N (8.6) 
and corresponding eigenvectors are 
[,~~i~,], n=l,2 ,... ,N. 
Let 
X; =span {[A::izx]:n= 1, . . . . N} 
X;=span{[l~~i~nx]:n=l,...,N}. 
Obviously, Xi = Xi @Xi and Xi, X$ are invariant subspaces of C, and 
([,~~i~n,], [A~~i~~x]) =O for m#n. (8.7) 
Note that Xi is not orthogonal to X,. + Hence, X=X,$X; @X; and (i) 
holds. Let Pi and P$ be the corresponding spectral projections [31] and 
P, be the unique orthogonal projection onto X,. Obviously, we have 
(JP,JJ = 1. By using (8.7) we have that 
IJeCe’p,II < IJP,II e((-2+2(1-Ez(N+1)Z)“2)/E2)r 
> for t>O 
and 
IleG’p; )I < IIP,‘)( e((-2+2(1 -,*N*P)l&*u 
, for t<O. 
Now we consider C, 1 xN. For any w  E X, 
= -+s2(N+I)2)1~2[(AI($-2(N+1) 
+- ~($-(N+1)2)(vh2 
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< -;(l-E2(N+l)2)“2[(U,ff)+(U,U)L2] 
+$ (1 -&v+ 1)2)1’2 [(u, u) + (u, U)L2) 
= 0. 
This says that the operator 
is dissipative (see Pazy [31]). By the Lumer-Phillips theorem [31], the 
above linear operator generates a contraction semigroup. Thus, we have 
Ile 
(21E)[E-f--A ;]fll ~e2E-2~1-,2(N+1)2)‘/2, 
3 t 2 0. 
Hence 
(leG’p,(J ,< &2+2v -z2(N+ 1)2)“2)/&2)f 
, t > 0. 
We will now get the estimates for Pi and PG. For any w  E Xi, w  = w2 + w3 
where wq E X6 and wj E XG . We claim that 
costdw2’w3~+o E--,0, 
llwzll Ilw3ll 
where 6 is the angle between w2 and w3. Suppose 
Then cosB=O if n#m. If n=m, then 
cos 8= <(w2, w3> 
lw2l b3I 
(sin nx, sin nx ) + 2; A,+ 
= ( (sin nx, sin nx) + (1: )2)1’2 ((sin nx, sin nx) + (2; )2)“2 
2 -2-2(N+1)2+4e-2n2 
(n2+(1/a2)-n2(+NE+l)2+((-2+2(1-c2n2)1~2)/a2)2)’n 
(n2 + ( l/a2) - 2(N+ 1)2 -t ( l/.s4))‘12 
+O as E +o. 
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This proves our claim. Since Xi and X$ are finite dimensional vector 
spaces, there exists s0 > 0 such that if 0 < E < q, (cos 81 < 4. Hence 
<w7 w> = <W2> w*> + <w,, w3> +2<w,, ws> 
2 <w,, w*> + <WY w3) - Ilw*lI Il%Il 
>&(<WZ> wz>> + <w, %>). 
This implies (iii) and completes the proof. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let 
K*(E, N)=2 
1 
(1-2&(N+1)2)“2’ 
where 
2-2(1-&2N2)1’2 
co1 = 
Z-2(1 -E2(N+ 1)2)l’2 
E2 
1 cr)2= 
E2 ’ 
&NS l)2+N2 
2 * 
Then there exist E,, > 0, 0 < c < 1, and an integer N > 0 such that 
K*(E, N) Lip(f) <c < 1. (8.8) 
Proof: We have that o, --f N2 and cc2 + (N + 1)’ as E + 0. This implies 
1 1 
((N+1)2-N2),2+((N+1)2-N2),2 ’ 1 as E+O* 
We can chose N so large that the above limit is strictly less than one. Thus, 
the lemma follows directly from the continuity of K*. 
THEOREM 8.3. If f E C’(L2, L2) and N > 0 satisfies the gap condition 
1 1 1 1 ((N+1)2-N2)/2+((N+1)2-N2)/2 <24Lip(f)’ (8.9) 
then there exists Eg = Ed > 0 such that for every E,-, > E > 0 Eq. (8.3) has a 
C’ inertial manifold .& with dim ..& = N. 
Proof. By (8.9) and Lemma 8.2, there exists s0 = E,,(N) > 0 such. that 
Condition (8.8) is satisfied for all 0 <E < Ed. Let a = q - w1 and fi = o2 - q. 
It is not hard to see that Hypotheses (HI)-(H,) are satisfied because JIP, (1 
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and I/P, I( are uniformly bounded in 0 <E <so. Next we note that if 
w  = (u, u) E X, then by the definition of the norm 11. (1 if 
1 
c1 = (1 -2&,(N+ 1)2)“2’ 
then 1~1~2 < scr (JwII. This implies that if wi = (ui, ui), i= 1,2, then 
Il~-‘c.h,kh*,111= E-l O 
(I [ f(h) -f(u*) III 
This says that the coefficient a-’ of the nonlinear function p in Eq. (8.3) 
will be canceled by the E term in the norm 11. (I. Hence, by using the above 
estimate, Lemma 8.1, Theorems 4.4 and 5.1 (with k = 1, M= 3, M* = 0, 
and y = 0 in Condition (H,)), and the gap condition (8.9), we obtain the 
desired result. We note that K*(s, N) takes the role of K(a, /?, y) in 
Theorems 4.4 and 5.1. 
We note that the inertial manifold J$ in Theorem 8.3 can be written as 
4&= {P,+w+h,(P,+w):aex}, 
where 
h,(P$+SO e -=“‘(P,+ P;)3(wE(P&u))ds 
--co 
(8.10) 
and w,(P,’ w)( .) is the unique solution of Eq. (3.6) with 5 = P,$ TV, 
S(t)=exp(C,t), F=J P,=P,+, and P2=P, +P,. 
The following follows from Example 7.4. 
THEOREM 8.4. If f E C ‘(L*, L*) and N > 0 satisfies the gap condition 
(8.9), then Eq. (8.1) has a C’ inertia/manifold 
J$, = {U,: U(t, 17,) E C,(R-, L*) and satisfies (8.1)) 
= {5+W: t~QivL*), 
where QN is the orthogonal projection from L* to span(sin x, . . . . sin Nx) and 
h(r)=/~m eAV- Qd f( W3) 4 (8.11) 
where W(<)( .) is the unique solution of Eq. (3.6) with S(t) = epA’, 5 E QNL2, 
F=f, P, = Q,, and P, = I- QN. 
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LEMMA 8.5. Suppose that the conditions in Theorem 8.4 are satisfied. For 
each R > 0, there exists M, > 0 such that if l{l Lo < R and < E Q,L2, then 
0) le4’Ut(t, 5+h(ti))l,z<M, for te[W-, 
(ii) I@ U,,(t, 5 + 45))ILz 6 M, for tcw, 
(iii) (e”‘A”2 U(t, t + h(<))lLz < M,, 
where U is the unique solution of Eq. (8.1) with U, = r + h(t) and h is given 
by (8.11). 
Proof. For each U, = 5 + h(r), we have 
U(t, UC,) = u,(t, 5) + h(U,(t, 01, 
where U,(t, 5) is the solution of the following initial value problem: 
(U,),=AU,+QNf(U,+h(U,))U,(O)=r. (8.12) 
Since Eq. (8.12) is finite dimensional and f is globally Lipschitz, UN exists 
for all t. From our choice of N and the spectral property of Al,,, we 
obtain from Gronwall’s inequality and Eq. (8.12) that there exists i&f; such 
that 
le”‘UN(t)lL2<M; for all j<jL2<R and ~EQ,L~. (8.13) 
Since h is C ‘, we have 
U,(t, u,) = (u,), (6 0 + Dh(U,). (u,), (t, 5). 
By (8.12) and (8.13), we have 
le”‘U,I Lz< (I+ Lb(h)W,’ llAQNll + llQNll IfId. 
Since QN is an orthogonal projection, llQNll = 1. Thus, (i) follows from the 
above inequality. 
Next, U, satisfies the variational equation 
m,=Am+Df(U) w 
m(0) = U,(O). 
The above equation is linear and nonautonomous. If we consider Df (U) #’ 
as a perturbation to the autonomous equation 
W,= AW, 
then by Condition (8.9) one can prove exactly as in Sections 4 and 5 the 
existence of a time varying C’ finite dimensional invariant manifold (see 
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Henry [21]). Thus, we can prove (ii) by using exactly the same method as 
in (i). 
To show (iii), we note that AU = U, --f(U) E C,(R-, L’). Since U(t) E 15’ 
and AU(t) E L2 for every t < 0, by a well known interpolation theorem 
(Adams Cl, p. 753) we have A ‘I2 U E C,(R-, L’). This completes the proof. 
Let 
and 
Jp= {Wo, U,(O, Uo)): uo~~p} 
J~,R= {(uo, u,(O, uo)): u0=5+h(tk~~, ltL<R}, (8.14) 
where U( *, U,,) is the unique solution of the initial value problem (8.1) and 
R is an arbitrary constant. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.6. Suppose that f E C’(L2, L2) and N > 0 satisfies the gap 
condition (8.9). Then for each R > 0, we have 
where J$ is the inertial manl&old given by (8.10) and A;,. is as in (8.14). 
Proof: For each W, E A;, R, we have W. = ( Uo, U,(O, U,)) and 
u,= Uxx+f(U), U(0) = u,. 
Define 
u(t),; u,(t)-; U(t) 
where U(t) = U(t, U,). Thus W(t) = (U(t), V(t)) satisfies the following 
perturbation of Eq. (8.3): 
w*=C,W+2E-lf(W)+; ;. . [ 1 II 
Let w  EJ$ be a solution of (8.3) and 0 <E <so (see Theorem 8.3). Let 
z(t) = W(t) - w(t). Hence, z(t) satisfies the following equation: 
z,=~,r+2E-l{f(z+W~)-f(w~)~+~ i [ 1 . I, 
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By (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 8.5, we have that ZE C&R-, X). By 
Lemma 4.2, we have 
+.I’ eC”(‘-“)(P,+P;) 2~-l[f(~+ w,)-ji(~,)] +3 (/” . -co i [ 11 11 
Since .&Ye is a graph over the finite dimensional subspace P,+X 
(X= Hh(O, n) x L2(0, R)), we may choose w,(O) so that P,z(O) =O. Note 
that 
0 111 II u*,= I U,,I L2. 
Hence, 
(Lemma 8.5). 
By Lemma 8.2, K*(E, N) Lip(f) < c < 1 for all 0 < E < so, where c is some 
fixed constant. It follows from the above inequality 
I4 c,(R-,x, G 
CM1 
2( 1 - c) Lip(f) E. 
Hence, 
WN /4x L= G W)ll G 
CMI 
2( 1 - c) Lip(f) e* 
This implies the theorem. 
LEMMA 8.7. Assume f (0) = 0. Assume that f is C ’ from L2 into itseIf 
and N > 0 satisfies the gap condition (8.9). Then for any R > 0, there exists 
M, > 0 such that if llcll G R and c E P$ X, then the following inequalities are 
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satisfied by any solution w(t) of (8.3) on the inertial manifold A$, 0 < E -c E,, 
(see Theorem 8.3), 
Ile”‘w(~)ll S M2, t<O (8.15) 
lleq’w,(t)lJ G M2, t<o, (8.16) 
where w(0) = l+ h,(c) and h, is given by (8.10). 
Proof: Since w  is a solution of (8.3) on the inertial manifold AC, by 
Lemma 4.2, we have 
w(t) = ec”‘[ + ji e (‘-S)c6P; t&w) ds + 1’ 
--oo 
e(‘-S)CE(PN+ P;)if(w) ds. 
(8.17) 
Since f(0) = 0, we obtain as in the proof of Theorem 8.3 that 
ll~-‘~~w)ll GE-’ LiP(f)blLz~cl b(fNIwlI~ (8.18) 
where w  = (u, u) and 
1 
c’ =(1-2&&V-t 1)2)“2’ 
By the gap condition (8.9), we have Lip(f) K*(E, N) < c < 1 for some fixed 
c (Lemma 8.2). By Lemma 8.1, (8.18), the definition of K*, and Eq. (8.17), 
we have 
I4 C,~R-,x~~311Cll +cl Lb(f)2 
( 
A+----- 
0219)l I w  C,(R-,x) 
<3lKll + Lip(f)K*(E, N)IwI~,~~-,~~. 
Hence, 
This implies (8.15). Since AG is invariant and is the graph of h,, we have 
w(t) = c(t) + h&[(t)), c(O) = c, c(t) E P$ X for all t. Furthermore, I;(t) 
satisfies 
r,=c,5+p; f& + h.(i))]. (8.19) 
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We note that P$ X is invariant under C, and (8.19) is finite dimensional. 
By (8.18) (8.19), and (iii) of Lemma 8.1, we have 
Since IIC,IP~XII GsuplGiGN {[&+I} and A,+ +i as s--*0 (see (8.6)), there 
exists a constant M3 independent of E E (0, Ed) such that 
This implies (8.16) and completes the proof. 
Let 
and 
A?= {u: w=(u,~)E.& for some UEL*} 
~,.={uE~:W=(U,U)=i+h,(i), ll3llaq. (8.20) 
THEOREM 8.8. Assume f(0) = 0. Suppose that f~ C’(L2, L2) and N> 0 
satisfies the gap condition (8.9). Then for each R > 0, we have 
lim ( sup 
E'O u E “4. R 
(>;i 
P 
Iu- UIL2)) =FliO { sup dist(u, J$)> =O, 
UE”4.R 
where J$, is the inertial manifold given by Theorem 8.4 and A:,. is as 
in (8.20). 
Proof: Let wo= (uo, uo) and uoczJe R. Let w(t)= (u(t), u(t)) be the 
unique solution of (8.3) with w(0) = wo. Since J& is invariant, u(t) satisfies 
the following equation : 
E2 
u,+Au=f(u)-q~,t 
u(0) = uo. 
Let Z(t) = U(t) - u(t), where U(t) is the unique solution of (8.1) on the 
inertial manifold AQ with initial data U(0) = U. E L2. Thus, Z(t) satisfies 
Z,+AZ=f(Z+u(t))-f(u(t))+,,. 
Since U(.)E&” and w(.)E&, we have Z(.)EC,(W, L’). By using 
Lemma 4.2 and (8.16), we have 
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+I’ 
e-A(‘-S) 
-02 { CZ- QNI CfW) + 4s)) - f(ds))l -; G} A. 
As in the proof of Theorem 8.6, we may assume without loss of generality 
that &Z(O) = 0. As in the proof of Theorem 8.6, we have 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 8.9. Consider the damped sine-Gordon equation 
~.c’u,, + u, - u,, = sin 24 
with boundary conditions 
(8.21) 
u( 1, 0) = u( t, n) = 0. (8.22) 
Theorem 8.3 is not applicable in this case because f(u) = sin u is not a C’ 
map from L2 into itself (see Henry [Zl]). However, (8.21), (8.22) defines a 
Co nonlinear semigroup on (Hz n HA) x HA (Hale [17, Theorem 7.5, 
Chap. 41) and f(u) = sin u is C’ from ZYk into itself. If we define the inner 
product in (H2 n HA) x HA 
(((WI, w,>>>= A A +;-2(N+ 1)2 
u ) ) 
Ul> u2 + (&, U2)Lb 
L2 
where wi= (ui, vi), i= 1,2, @H2 n HA) x HA, then we can get the same 
results as Theorem 8.3, Theorem 8.6, and Theorem 8.8 for the damped 
sine-Gordon equation (8.21), (8.22) by using the same arguments. 
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